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Details of Visit:

Author: Einrot
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 3 May 2015 15:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 340
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07763411510

The Premises:

Very close to the Cambridge train station. Apartments in these two blocks of flats can theoretically
be booked from websites such as Booking.com. I thought touring girls staying there would be
independent or belong to unrelated groups but nope. The establishment is managed by a British
pimp who I encountered. I don't think he controls all flats but certainly he controls a few flats and
this is where touring prostitutes are operating from. Beware that some of the flats only have one
bedroom but are rented by 2 girls. This means that there is pressure by the free girl and the pimp
towards the occupied girl to have you out as fast as possible. Also the previous time I went there to
see a Romanian her flatmate had already occupied the bedroom and she proposed to have sex in
the open plan kitchen! As a self-respected punter I refused and then I walked. Olivia was in a flat on
the 4th floor of one the two buildings.

The Lady:

+ I believe Olivia is really 18-19 years old and the 96 in her nickname is her year of birth.

+ Her best body feature is, in my opinion, her peachy bum which I liked.

+ She was wearing high heels and with them she was about 5 feet 10 inches so without them she is
about 5 feet 5 inches as stated in her profile.

? The pictures are hers but they don't show her face. The previous reviewers on Adultwork
described her as ‘the prettiest face’, ‘drop-dead gorgeous’, ‘stunningly attractive’ or as ‘a young
Cheryl Cole look-alike’. What a bunch of hyperboles! Seriously some guys should never be allowed
to give feedback. Olivia is a good looking girl but not by any means stunningly attractive. She is
more of a girl next door and not prettier than your average pimped £100 Polish or Romanian girl.
Even accepting some surcharge for the fact she is Scottish she still can't even remotely justify her
premium basic rate and extras.

? As in the pics Olivia likes having her hair pulled up in a bun. Not the sexiest thing to do.

? She is no longer as slim as the pics suggest. Certainly not a size 6. At best a size 8 but quite
possibly a size 10. Not as toned as in the pics and she also has a little tummy. Barely noticeable to
be fair but hopefully you got the point by now that she is 1-2 sizes larger than her pics. Anyway still
reasonably slim.
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? Her tits are nice and perky although not as good as expected from her private gallery picture
where they are shown. They are supposedly 32C but given Olivia's gain in weight her boobs are
now more like 34B.

? She has a little scar from, I think, an Appendicitis surgery.

x I purchased her overpriced private gallery. Costs £5 but it is so shit that it is not even worth £0.5.
No face pics. A lot of black and white pussy close-ups. Only one fully naked proper picture, a selfie
taken in the bathroom. It is inaccurate however as she is not as slim anymore. Also in some private
gallery pics a male thumb was visible at the edges. Most likely that of her pimp, sorry ‘driver’.

Looks: 7.5/10, Body: 7/10

The Story:

Summary
According to her ‘reliable’ Adultwork feedback Olivia96 is a stunner. So I decided to give her a go
despite the relatively high fee, especially if you consider the extremely limited services and
ridiculous extras about basic services. I booked her for 2hrs which with the £40 extra for French
kissing and reverse oral it cost me £340. We started OK but after 45mins Olivia aborted the meeting
due to ‘feeling unwell’ and she was replaced by her 1-year older sister Chloeprice for the
remaining of the time. Both girls are time-wasting experts and were outside the bedroom, either in
the toilet or elsewhere for a total of 30mins. So from the 2hrs I only spent 1.5hr with them. Due to
this rip-off I intentionally stayed until the end of my time and then took a shower. Say meeting
started at 3pm I stayed until 5pm and after a quick shower at the end I was ready to depart at
5:05pm. Olivia who presumably had a pending appointment a bit later got agitated and had the
cheek to tell me that I ‘overstayed my welcome’. Talking about audacity! It was like you stealing
from me £30 and I take back the £5 and you dare to call me a thief. When I told her that it is just
5mins and that she is conveniently forgetting the half hour of time-wasting breaks her pimp who
resided in the flat stepped out to kick me out. I had a verbal confrontation with the pimp who angrily
threatened me to not visit ‘his’ premises again and any of ‘his’ girls. He made perfectly clear that
he monitored my previous visits to the neighbouring flats as well as those I had in the opposite
building. According to him ‘All belong to him’. I have to say that it is not clear whether he is a pimp
of these two girls or the pimp of the premises as the other 2 girls I met there were Romanians. He is
a British pimp and from the accent he is certainly not Scottish. I am more inclined towards the
premises pimp explanation and him being part of a more organised infrastructure. The certain thing
is that he is a pimp and the timekeeper of all the girls working there. They call him ‘driver’.

Points
+ Good covered deepthroating. Really deep and no gagging reflex.

+ Fingering was permitted. Perhaps though as part of the paid reverse oral £40 extra.

+ Offered a drink.

+ She was clean.

? FK not DFK. There was some tongue involvement nonetheless so OK.

? Sex was OK. The bed was shit and she proposed to move on the floor or do standing positions.
Sex on the floor was OK although a bit uncomfortable.

? For the first 45mins she was polite. She was a bit distant and moody though.

x Inaccurate enjoys list and ridiculous extras for basic services. Profile makes absolutely no
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reference to extras. Extras: FK & RO: £40 (expected from pre-meeting comms). COB: £30
(unexpected). Talking about taking the piss for someone charging £160 for an hour.

x No ball licking. I bet it is extra. I didn't bother to ask. God knows how much.

x No OWO, no CIM. Facials are perhaps extra £50. But I wasn't expecting any of these services
anyway.

x During the 45mins with her she wasted 10mins either in the toilet or outside the bedroom.

x After 15mins of penetration she rushed me to cum.

x She aborted the session after 45mins. She left the room telling me that she was going to talk to
her ‘driver’ about something. From the little I could overhear it appeared that she was crying!
WTF? I believe that what happened is that her cervix got bruised and she couldn't take any more
penetration. You might now think I have a huge cock. Perhaps I am a bit above average depending
on which survey you are looking at but definitely I am not big. Also she didn't tell me to slow down or
anything. If she can't take some hard penetration for 15mins then she is not cut out to do this job.

x Five minutes after Olivia's departure her sister Chloe came to inform me that ‘Olivia is feeling
unwell’. I agreed with her to replace her until the end of my 2hr session. I will Chloe separately
when I have more time.
[b][color=red]x[/color][/b] After my session with Chloe ended Olivia had the cheek to tell me that ‘I
overstayed my welcome’ as I was leaving 5mins past the normal ending time. She had
conveniently ‘forgotten’ the 30mins time-wasting breaks her and her sister employed.
[b][color=red]x[/color][/b] She likes to assume the role of the victim. While she was clearly at fault
with the time-wasting she behaved as if I killed her mother. Unbelievably aggressive behaviour and
while I was taking a shower at the end which took me 2mins, she entered the bathroom, she took
the only available towel and left me in the bathroom without anything to dry myself off.

x When I was ready to leave at 5mins past normal ending time and while I was about to step out of
the bedroom her pimp jumped in to kick me out. This has to go down as one of the most redundant
pimp stunts ever as I was about to leave anyway in 20 seconds. This is a typical characteristic of a
scam where the scammer barks out loud in order to scare off the victim.

Final words
I booked Olivia despite her high price on the basis she is a stunner. She is not. In fact she is very
far from it. Her previous reviewers on Adultwork need to get out more. Therefore at £160 an hour for
OW and sex she is significantly overpriced and the prices of her extras for basic services such as
reverse oral and cum on body are absolutely ridiculous. I should have walked but I accepted the
whole overcharge hoping she would at least be enthusiastic and offer an honest and unrushed
service. Unfortunately I had to put up with her cold demeanour and timewasting tactics instead. The
events at the end of the 2hr session with her aggressive behaviour, her audacity to assume the role
of the victim whilst she was the offender and the suicidal stunt of her pimp who dared to threaten
me were the cherry on an already disgusting cake. But I know what you are thinking. ‘Perhaps it
was an isolated incident’. But where is the ‘isolated’ in all this? In the existence of a pimp? In the
clock-watching? In the time-wasting tactics and breaks? In her not being stunning? In the ridiculous
extras? Often many punters when reading negative reviews for girls they contemplate to meet are
tempted to think that in their own punts everything will be fine, the girls will be good and that it was a
fault of the reviewers for having a shit experience. Or they try to find excuses like the girl having a
bad day or so. I made this mistake myself when I disregarded the recent warning of nicklambert38.
Don't make the same expensive mistake too.
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